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this vsphere 5.5 training teaches you how to install, configure and set up vmware vsphere 5.x for microsoft windows server 2008. this is a prerequisite for vmware certified professional 6 - deploying and maintaining virtual datacenters. if you have not started this training yet, you can click here to start this training. this training is also prerequisite for vmware
certified advanced professional 6 - deploying and maintaining virtual datacenters. this vcp5-dcv training teaches you how to manage and administer vsphere 5.5 for microsoft windows server 2008. in this training, you will learn to install and configure and set up vmware vsphere 5. this training is also prerequisite for vmware certified advanced professional 6
- deploying and maintaining virtual datacenters. cbt nuggets has just released vmware vsphere 6.5 (vcp6.5-dcv) certification training, an exam that validates your expertise in the vmware virtualization platform. gain hands-on knowledge of the latest capabilities and features of vmware vsphere 6.5-dcv). by the time you finish training, you'll be ready for your

vmware vsphere 6.5-dcv) certification exam and be prepared to take your next step in your it career path. this is a comprehensive course designed to meet the needs of the vmware vsphere 6.5 (vcp6.5-dcv) certification. we have created a training environment that will prepare you for the vcp6.5-dcv exam so that you can be successful and gain the skills
and knowledge needed to be successful in the real world of it. our classroom training starts you off by introducing you to the features of vmware vsphere 6.5. learners are then guided through all of the core technologies by walking through a single lab session. at the end of the lab session, learners are presented with an assessment of their skills. multiple

choice questions follow, and learners then are given the opportunity to type out their answers. learners are then shown a list of multiple choice answers and asked to select the correct response from the list. the primary assessments will include the end of lab session, the lab lab session assessment, and a post exam assessment.
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